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W elcome to our first issue of 
2018. For those new to us, we are an 
Edinburgh based charity and we use 

reminiscence to bring people together. Our home is 
at Ocean Terminal.  

This issue, designed by Delphine Tirole, is 
dedicated to our photographic archive and the 
rest of 2018 issues will be as follows — Summer:  
‘going to the pictures’,  Autumn: Scots language, 
and the Winter’s issue will be about the world 

of collecting – to tie in with the many and varied 
objects we have in our collection. If you have any 
photos or memories about any of these subjects, 
please get in contact. 

Please pop in and see us at The Little Shop 
of Memory or keep updated with our regular 
postings on Facebook. Find us under Living 
Memory Association. We are on Twitter  
@ThelmaScotland. We are open 10.30am to 4pm 
weekdays and 11am to 4pm weekends.
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HOW WE BEGAN 
THE ARCHIVE

The first of many
Parsons Peebles engineering works outing to Gullane in 1948. Barbara Guthrie is at the back on the left.   An important 
photograph in our archive: Barbara Guthrie, donor 001, photo 001, collected in February 2000. As I write this, our 
archive celebrates its ‘coming of age ’!
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T he Thelma photographic archive 
began in 1999. While going about our 
reminiscence work, talking with people 

and recording their memories, it was apparent 
there were a lot fascinating photographs hidden 
away in family albums and personal collections. We 
believed it was an excellent social history resource. 
Rich in the everyday detail of ordinary events.

The archive has been a central part of the project 
ever since. We now have around 3000 images in our 
online archive. Being at The Little Shop of Memory 
in Ocean Terminal has seen a surge in photos 
coming in and the archive has been revitalised in 
the last two years.

We are not the sort of archive that likes to 
collect in original images preferring to scan and 
hand back photographs. A process that is now 
far easier than when we started. Way back then 

all material was copied with a film camera, duly 
processed and printed in the darkroom. It was quite 
an undertaking hauling a copy stand and lights 
around the city to the many projects we used to 
visit. Reflecting how technology has advanced, we 
can now use our phones to copy photos and record 
people’s memories. Where will technology take us 
next?

This issue is dedicated to our archive and 
showcases the diversity of the collection. From a 
group photo of  officers in Czarist Russia in 1916 to 
a workers outing to Gullane.

If you have images you would be willing to share 
with us, please pop in and we will copy your original 
images. You will be contributing to an unusual 
archive, one that celebrates the ordinary. Whatever 
ordinary may be.   

Russia 1916
A group of officers in the Imperial Russian army. I wonder how many survived the revolution of 1917 and subsequent 
purges. This photo was part of a family album, acquired when a relative served in a Royal Navy attachment in Russia 
prior to the revolution.

5
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THE 
BEGINNING

I t’s widely accepted that the first photograph 
ever captured by a camera was by Joseph 
Nicéphore Niépce in 1826 or 1827. This barely 

discernible image is a view across the rooftops of 
Niépce's estate in Burgundy. We may look upon 
photography as a modern medium but it is in 
fact nearly 200 hundred years old. Photography's 
development, pardon the pun, was rapid.

Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre, also French, 
originated the Daguerreotype in 1839. At the same 
time, in England, Henry Fox Talbot had perfected 
his own Calotype process. These were the first 
standardised photo processes. Each had its own 
clear attributes. Daguerreotypes offered superior 
technical quality but only produced one image 
whereas the Calotype produced a negative, allowing 
for multiple reprints. Obviously, photography was 
the preserve of the wealthy and well off in these 

early days and the great and the good were keen to 
pose for a photographic portrait. William Harrison 
was the first US president to be photographed in 
1841. Charles Dickens had his portrait taken in 
the same year. Queen Victoria is photographed 
as early as 1845. Interestingly these portraits are 
all Daguerreotypes. Not only did the process offer 
superior images, it was patent free. Fox Talbot 
somewhat hampered the Calotypes spread by a 
worldwide patent of the process. Oddly this didn’t 
cover Scotland and is the reason we have the 
evocative Calotype images from Hill and Adamson.

As the century progressed, simpler, more 
economical photographic processes appeared, such 
as the Ambrotype. However, it was the tintype 
that really began to popularise photography. As its 
name suggests, these photos were cheaply produced 
on photo plates made of tin. In 2016 a tintype of 
Billy the Kid was found in a junk shop and bought 
for a few dollars. Bizarrely, the notorious outlaw is 
pictured playing croquet in New Mexico in 1878. 
This tintype is estimated to be worth $5 million. 
Illustrated here is a Tubb family tintype taken 
around 1900 on the south coast of England. Sadly, 
it’s not worth $5 million. The tintype was global and 
used by a new breed of photographers who were not 
only bringing photography to more people but were 
out of the studio and on the street and the beach.

View from the Window at Le Gras
c. 1826, Joseph Nicéphore Niépce
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The Tubb family posturing on the South coast of England, around 1900

Billy the Kid, playing croquet in New Mexico, in 1878
Billy the Kid, and several members of his gang, The Regulators, playing a leisurely game of croquet, in late 
Summer 1878. Even outlaws needed time off! 
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Kinneff Manse, Forfarshire 1865
A real evocation of Victorian elegance. This group tableau is arranged so that most people are 
supported by a bench, trellis or each other. Even so, some folk clearly haven’t remained still 
during an obviously long exposure.

Wedding day
James Vandepeer and Helen Galbraith. Separate portraits taken on the day of their wedding 
in 1895. Posed and discreetly propped up by furniture in the photo studio of Fred E Bailey, 
Nicolson Street, Edinburgh.

Small girl on chair
Jessie Ellen Lidgate Rodgers photographed in 
1887 in Lawrie Studios, 96 Nicolson Street. 
The hat and coat were purchased by relatives 
in Canada. You could almost imagine the child 
is tied to the chair, so rigid is the pose.
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AN EXPENSIVE 
PROFESSION & HOBBY

E arly photography was a rather exclusive 
and expensive occupation or hobby. 
Naturally a lot of early images were of 

the ‘well to do.’ The majority of studio portraits 
certainly were and they look very formal and staid 
to our modern eyes. The grim expressions were 
hardly surprising as exposure times could be many 
seconds long. Trying to smile for that length of time 
really wasn’t an option. There were an alarming 
array of clamps designed to hold people still while 
having their photo taken. Props were also used, folk 
can be often seen leaning on tables, chairs or just 
seated.

The well off amateur would largely be 
photographing their own surroundings, as in the 
wonderful Old Manse, Kinneff and Seafield Place 
photographs featured here. Lum hatted men and 
crinoline attired women. It may not be gritty street 
photography but these are still valid documentary 
photographs of the time.

Seafield Place, Edinburgh, in the 1870s
Nothing is known about this well to do family. However this Georgian development still stands at the corner of Claremont 
Park and Salamander St. Throughout the 19th Century, this was the site of public baths. The entrance was on the Leith 
Links. More recently, the corner building was occupied by ‘Mother Aitken’s’ pub.
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THE COLLECTION 
OF LAWRENCE
WALKER

T he collection of Lawrence Walker is 
a fascinating one. Many taken by Gideon 
Walker, they not only document the family 

and their water mill business but various locations 
in Fife, Leith and some intriguing domestic scenes. 
Many were taken in the 19th century.

I was fortunate enough to meet Lawrence 
back in 2002 and find out some of the history of 
the photographs now deposited at the National 
Library. Taken on glass plates — dry plate I would 
guess — they were part of a much larger collection. 
Unfortunately a relative thought, as some of the 
plates were damaged, they would be put to much 
better use as part of a greenhouse! Goodness knows 
what was lost.

The Walker collection contains the oldest 
photograph in our archive, a portrait dating from 
the 1850s.

Lady in black
Marie Blacker, circa 1850. The severity of her expression 
is no surprise in this early portrait. At this time, you really 
had to keep as still as a stone during a long exposure.  
When Lawrence Walker took over the running of the 
family mill in the Dean Village, he could trace his milling 
lineage back eight generations to Marie and her husband.

Archway, Hanover Street
Archway to celebrate the coronation of Edward VII in 1902. The coronation had been delayed 
by two months as Edward was taken ill. The view up Hanover Street to George Street is not one 
that has changed an awful lot. It’s a long exposure as although the street appears largely empty 
there are tell-tale blurs as people have hurried by. The only definite figures are photographers. 
Somewhere is there a counterpart photo showing our photographer?
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Work group
Workers at Bell’s Mill, Water of Leith, 1895. You can always tell who the boss 
is in these groups. It’s usually to do with hats! Gideon Walker sits centre stage 
wearing a Homburg hat, the man in charge, the mill owner. He is seated on a 
large sack that bears his own initials. The sack contains ‘wood flour’ saw dust.

Water Mill
Greenland Mill, Water of Leith, 1880. The photograph was taken through the 
arches of Dean Bridge by Gideon Walker. You can see the mill workers sitting 
or leaning on the wall. They look to be smoking. Hopefully they are far enough 
away from the mill not to be in danger. Flour mills were very prone to fire. 
On the walk way are two groups, women and children. Relatives or passers-by?

Cyclist
Thomas Allan Walker, 1905. This type of bicycle, now known as a fixie, is very 
much back in vogue. No gears or brakes by the look of it. Coming to a stop was 
a matter of slowing your pedalling or shoes to the floor. It’s taken against a 
rendered wall in full sunlight. Thomas is ready for the off. The darkened right-
hand edge is where the original glass plate has deterioration. This has eaten 
through the film emulsion.
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Boy washing
An unidentified boy washing in a galvanised tub, circa 1900. Exact 
location is not known but it’s thought to be in Edinburgh. It’s an 
unusual, domestic subject. The boy holds what looks like a natural 
sponge in his hand. The scene would imply movement but undoubtedly 
the boy is still and posed. It’s strange to think that this mystery boy 
probably has descendants who may know nothing of this photograph.

Washing day
Edinburgh or Fife, circa 1900. With no specific information 
it’s always good to look around the photo for clues. What 
does the image tell us? No clues to a location, other than it’s a 
back yard.  Hard to decipher but there are four children. The 
girl in the middle holds a small child in front of her. It looks 
to be the same age as the toddler who is seated. Are they twins? 
They are well dressed, and I would think reasonably well off. 
It’s washing day obviously. The most intriguing element is the 
Gladstone bags. Was this perhaps a doctor’s house?

THE COLLECTION OF 
LAWRENCE WALKER
— continued
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Unidentified close
This could be Edinburgh, Leith, Fife or even 
Angus. To me it suggests somewhere beside the 
sea or water. All the figures are blurred. To the 
right, two boards lean against the wall. 
Are these window shutters? An evocative image 
of a forgotten place.

Leith harbour  
Blurred and chemically stained. You can even see a fingerprint from the plate preparation or processing. It matters 
not, as it’s a wonderful and very identifiable image. Leith harbour circa 1900.  Steam trawlers are moored and the 
one nearest the harbour almost ‘gives up’ its name to us. The skyline is dominated by the Leith Sailors’ Home, now 
Malmaison Hotel. To the right is the signal tower, still a prominent building on The Shore. 
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L ike so many technologies, 
photography progressed in stages. It 
began in 1826 with a fuzzy image produced 

on a metal plate and by the end of the century 
evolved into a sharply rendered image on negative 
film. Along the way there was the important 
advance from wet plate to dry plate photography. 
Wet plate, as it suggests, was just that. Photographic 
chemicals poured onto a glass or metal plate that 
remained wet or tacky. Speed was of the essence. It 
might be as little as 15 minutes between ‘priming’ 
the plate with chemicals, taking the photograph and 
then developing the photograph. It meant you were 
either tied to the studio or, if you were on location, 
transporting your developing equipment with you.

 Opposite is a fantastic photo of the photographer 
Roger Fenton’s large photographic van, horse drawn, 
taken in 1855 during his coverage of the Crimean 
war. Taking wet plate photographs was definitely a 
question of planning and forethought.

      Progression to dry plate allowed a more measured 
approach. Chemicals were set on to the plate in an 
emulsion, like modern film and could be developed 
at a later date in batches back in the darkroom or 
even in a commercial lab.   

CAPTURING THE MOMENT
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Five stone masons
Dry plate. Reputed to be the construction of the General Post Office building at the east end of Princes 
Street. However, the photo doesn’t look to be as old as the 1860s, when the building was completed. During 
the boom construction times in Edinburgh masons were employed from all over Scotland. One member of 
this fabulously bearded group came down from Brora.

Marcus Sparling seated on Fenton’s photographic van, Crimea
1855, Roger Fenton
Wet plate. Photographers may capture light but in the early days they certainly didn’t travel light. 
This is Roger Fenton’s photographic van, 1855, used during the Crimean war. Exposures could be 
minutes long at this time, so Fenton’s images were all static subjects. His most iconic was the ‘valley 
of death’, scene of the fatal charge of the light brigade. Fenton took two photos of the valley. The 
first one has a few cannonballs scattered in a ditch, the second is littered with cannonballs. An 
example of a manipulated ‘documentary’ photograph.
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JEROME STUDIO
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J erome studios were a Britain wide 
photographic studio chain. They were well 
known for supplying affordable studio 

portraits, at one time three photos for 6d. In 
Edinburgh they were based in Leith Street and 
operated from the mid-1930s to the early 60s. They 
were so popular that you often had to queue on a 
Saturday for a portrait.  

Part of their drive for speed and economy 
meant they used paper negatives. Harking back to 
the early days of Fox Talbot and the Calotype. Most 
of the above portraits are from Jerome. The same 
back drop and column give the game away. 

JEROME STUDIO
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The Art of the Snap
"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON 
          AND WE DO THE REST"

A pple, Microsoft, Google, Amazon 
and the other conglomerates that 
rule our lives, take note of this cautionary 

tale. Nothing lasts forever! For nearly 100 years 
one firm, Kodak, reigned supreme in providing us 
with the means to create our own photographic 
memories. It was Kodak that invented the concept 
of the ‘snap’ and first made photography affordable 
for so many. They defined a whole new market and 
created ‘The Kodak moment’. 

Kodak were also responsible for the development 
of the technical side of the motion film industry. 
Hollywood predominately used Kodak film stock. 
Kodachrome was the colour slide film of the 
professionals for around 50 years. The National 
Geographic magazine, the foremost publication 
of its type, required all their photographers to 
exclusively use the film. Amateur or professional, 
still or motion photography, Kodak was the global 
leader in the industry.

Sadly, that is no longer the case and there has 
been much debate as to why they so spectacularly 
lost their dominance. There are many factors from 
losing the monopoly of the US home market and 
allowing Fujifilm to supply the film to the 1984 
Olympics, to failing to develop their digital or 
social media market fully. Whatever the reasons, 
the world of photography had changed, with Kodak 
no longer at the forefront.

Right into the digital age, Kodak were actively 
involved in research and development. Despite 
their film heritage they were actually the first 
company to produce a digital camera. Over the years 
they registered thousands of patents. Ironically 
the majority of these were sold off to some of the 
companies mentioned previously in 2013, as Kodak 
battled to emerge from bankruptcy.

Kodak was created by George Eastman and 
Henry A. Strong in 1888. The word Kodak has no 

18
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"YOU PRESS THE BUTTON 
          AND WE DO THE REST" meaning but was invented to be easily pronounced 

and spelt. Eastman had superb entrepreneurial 
skills and business acumen. The rise of Kodak came 
about because of its development of roll film — the 
spool. This wasn’t Eastman’s invention but a patent 
he bought over and developed. It was a huge step 
forward for photography. 

Gone was the rigidity and expense of single 
images being produced on a photographic plate 
or a maximum of two images made on a double 
sided film slide. A roll of film had the potential 
for multiple images, it could be manufactured on 
a production line by the thousand. It could also be 
developed and printed on a vast industrial scale, at 
the high street chemist or at home by the hobbyist . 
If you only took a ‘spool’ a year, if you were an avid 
snapper or a high street professional, photography 
was now much more affordable and that was the 
result of Kodak’s pioneering work.

Photography for the masses had truly arrived. 
Our archive is full of kodak Brownie snaps and all 
the more interesting because of them.

19

Kodak cameras 
Kodak Brownies from the 1930s, 40s and 50s. The 
Instamatic is from the 1960s and is complete with an 
unused flash bulb. Whatever the model, the theme was 
simplicity. Basically point and shoot… and fingers crossed!

Kodak advertisement
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DOMESTIC
SNAPS

The Art of the Snap

Aunt Aggie (cover) 
Aunt Aggie (Agnes MacMillan), in the kitchen of 42 
DumbieDykes Road, in 1955. As a teenager Jean Bell (née 
Bottomley) had a keen interest in photography and had a 
Box Brownie camera. 
She certainly had an eye for composition. Given the very 
basic nature of the camera, particularly its focussing 
ability, she can be forgiven for not getting Aunt Aggie in 
focus. No flash and slow film meant few people took these 
sort of domestic, interior shots. It’s a cracker and one of 
my favourites. 
She says of the tiled area at the back, which was part of the 
kitchen range: ‘The old grate was huge. We all kept out of 
the way when mum was blackleading it.’

Birthday tea
Christina McNee and friend, 27th November 1947 on her 80th 
birthday, at 10 Moat Terrace, Edinburgh. 
The information is as follows: ‘Granny McNee did not go out 
much as she got older and always wore her peeny (apron) in the 
house. She has her best china out for her birthday party with a 
clootie dumpling. At Moat Terrace there was a room and kitchen 
and a bathroom. There were two bed recesses, one was where 
three girls had slept, the other the three boys. Most folk had large 
families’  — Christine Bell (granddaughter).
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PARTY TIME
The Art of the Snap

A groovy night in 
The sixties are here and so is colour. 10 Bellevue Street, circa 
1963, and it’s a get-together. In the pink shirt is Jimmy Rogers 
and next to him Archie Bell. Jean Bell is kneeling on the carpet. 
The guitar player is Willie Syme, bassist with Edinburgh band 
‘The Embers’. The party food is on the glass table, along with a 
couple of cans of coke and a ‘carefully’ positioned cigarette on 
the edge of the table. There is a maroon leather pouffe next to 
the woman in the black and white dress. 
The room is a real mix of 50s and 60s furnishings. What is 
very 1960s is the flattened over door in the background. On 
TV, Barry Bucknell’s DIY programme helped transform our 
interiors by eradicating Victorian and 1930s features, with 
large sheets of hard board over panelled doors. Fancy fire 
places were taken out or boarded over. Barry saw the future 
and the future was covered in hard board!

Christmas dinner
Christmas dinner for the Dunbar family in 
1963, at Northfield Crescent. As with all large 
family gatherings, seating is a problem. Ruth 
Dunbar (centre right) seems to have drawn the 
short stool! Wine is being served and there is quite 
a large screen television in the background. The 
Dunbars were obviously more sophisticated than 
my family were in 1963. 
There are many hard shadow edges of a flash 
photo, a flash bulb as it would have been then.

‘A wee swally’
Christmas, Great Junction Street, 1973. The lads, Robert 
Kent, Alex and Davie Scott, are having a wee Xmas get-
together.  Only Robert has an open collar. Even in the 70s for 
some, dress habits were quite formal. As you can see, Davie has 
an artificial arm, the result of an accident in the Ropery, Leith. 
It wasn’t unknown for him to ‘lose’ the complete arm while out 
drinking.
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CHILDHOOD
SNAPS

The Art of the Snap

The Bottomlys at home
The problems of taking indoor photos with a ‘brownie’ camera 
is shown in these two snaps from Jean Bell. Without a flash and 
in a dark room ‘camera shake’ was hard to avoid unless you had 
a steady hand or rested the camera on a table. In this lovely 
sequence we see Jean’s brother and sister, Peter and Elizabeth 
Bottomly, at the family home at 42  Dumbiedykes Road.  Jean’s 
own words: ‘Taken in the kitchen with a Brownie camera. I had 
to hold the shutter open for a few seconds and for once my 
wee brother obliged and sat still, although I had disturbed him 
reading his Topper. Note the hole in the elbow of his jumper’.

24
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Almost 30 years later, in 1961, Ella Kent and her three children Derek, Richard 
and baby Diane are out for a stroll. It’s a proper pram, not one of those rickety, 
modern affairs. Just don’t try and outstare the baby.

Out for a constitutional
The King's park (Holyrood park), top of Milton Road in 1932. Ken and 
Douglas Reid. How dutifully they pose. Douglas is obviously strapped into his 
pram, but Ken has a double reason for his big smile. Clutched tightly in his hand 
are two bright pennies. His reward for staying so still. Never work with children 
or animals, unless you bribe them!
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CHILDREN
OUT & ABOUT

The Art of the Snap

Child in backgreen
The green outside 38 Dumbiedykes Road, circa 
1950. Dumbiedykes is a much-changed area as this 
housing was cleared in the 1960s and several blocks 
of flats built, high and low rise, to replace these 
distinctive balconied tenements.  It’s another photo 
from Jean Bell and shows her brother Peter Bottomley 
in the foreground. What really makes the photo is 
the washing in the background. You can just about 
make out the lower half of a figure hanging it up. The 
pram was undoubtedly used to bring all that lovely 
clean washing back from the washhouse, the nearest 
of which was at Simon Square at the Southside. The 
washhouses played an important role in the lives 
of many people. With large families and no proper 
washing facilities at home, the weekly visit to the 
washhouse was essential. It was also a great social 
occasion, meeting the same folk for a weekly chat.

St Clair Street
Maisie and Etta Groat, Douglas Scott and May Scott. Outside Dobson and Moles print works in St Clair Street, off Easter 
Road, in 1925. Two things strike me about this photo. Firstly, it’s the boy that has a fabulous head of curly blond hair and 
secondly May Scott’s cut down adult’s jacket. ‘Hand me downs’ were common practice when money was tight, and this is a 
perfect example of necessity being the mother of invention. May carries it off well. No hint of embarrassment in her look.
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On the beach
Possibly Forth Estuary, 1938-9.  Eva 
Anderson(centre) and George Anderson in 
knitted wool top and shorts. George sadly 
died at the age of 13 in an accident. It’s a 
perfect snap, even with the dipped horizon.  
Eva looks to be enjoying the overcast day but 
she is flanked by the spectres of sufferance 
and misery.  The beret at a jaunty angle is a 
nice touch but is that a hair net on the other 
woman?

Millie & Margaret
Millie and Margaret Notman, Tennant Street, Leith, in 1956. This is a great example of a family snap with a little 
more to it, if you look. First, you can’t beat a photograph with the shadow of the photographer in it and by the stance I 
would say the camera was a waist level viewfinder. To the right we see a proper steel bucket, one you could put hot ash 
into. Above Margaret’s head is the rim of a bike wheel, a spare or is it fulfilling some function? Best of all is the seat. An 
old tram or bus seat, a perfect bench and a fine piece of recycling.
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The Art of the Snap

Milk horse
Lauderdale Street, Marchmont, Edinburgh. 1974. Modern milk bottles and rubber tyres!

STORE HORSE
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Store horse
The store horse, in this case pulling St Cuthbert’s Co-operative 
bakery cart, was a well-known sight about Edinburgh before the 
war. Here Annot and Graham Moonie have the privilege of not 
only feeding the store horse but sitting up on the cart. 
It’s a real evocation of the interwar period. There is a stillness to the 
scene, the street is empty, completely devoid of cars. Patience is a 
virtue that the store man and horse seem well practised in as they 
watch the children play. Who is the white aproned man though? 
Another store man, Annot and Graham’s father or a neighbour?
We forget how important horses were in transporting and 
supplying goods around the city until World War Two. Milk and 
brewery horse-drawn deliveries finally finished in the 1980s.
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SOCIAL
HISTORY

The Art of the Snap

Fruit wholesalers
Before the Fruit Market Gallery in Market Street, Edinburgh, 
became a gallery it was, well, a Fruit Market. Veitch, Moir and 
Erskine, wholesale fruit merchants had premises nearby. I will 
resist the temptation to sing ‘Yes, we have no bananas.’ The 
bananas aren’t black but green. Green is rendered this dark by 
this type of black and white film. Good to see the delivery horse 
getting in on the act.

Dockside
The docks, Liverpool 1930s. Little is known about this snap 
but given Liverpool was one of the main ports for the journey 
to New York, you can imagine the story could well be one of 
emigration. The man with the raised trilby, and those about him, 
seems to be making direct eye contact with our photographer. 
Intriguingly, in the top right-hand corner is a mirror that reflects 
one of the ship’s life boats.

The Livings Family
The Livings family shop, Fettes Row in 1910. The youngest Livings family 
member Adam stands at the door. Although this is early in the 20th century 
it was the pattern of so many shops right up to the 1960s. Wares were proudly 
displayed in windows, with lots of signage. Some of the products and services 
are real signs of the time. ‘Our fireworks club has commenced.’ ‘Mangling done 
here.’ ‘Hooks and eyes’. ’Firewood and briquettes.’ Best of all ‘Potted Head.’ 
The makeup of our ‘high streets’ has changed markedly with the coming of 
supermarkets, shopping centres and now internet shopping.
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Playing shop
Bunessan, Isle of Mull, circa 1910. Bill Henderson on left. It was in 2000 when I collected 
this photograph from Bill. He was in his mid-nineties then. Time marches on and now we look 
back 108 years at his childhood photograph. An Edwardian childhood but there is much that 
is familiar to modern eyes. Children playing shops, improvising with some scales, old tins and 
sand.

‘Enfranchisement of  Women’
A pertinent photograph as we celebrate the beginning of women’s suffrage in 1918. Here we 
see, blurred as it is, a very historical image circa 1913. ‘The Scottish Demonstration for the 
Enfranchisement of Women.’ We think the march was in Glasgow. An arrow points to one 
of the leading women and the writing says, ‘votes for women procession.’ Such marches could 
face considerable intimidation and animosity from the public and authorities and I wonder 
how good natured the boys are standing at the front. This, like all other photos in our archive, 
was in a family album.
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Man’s best friend
Virgil, Tennyson and Sassoon have all written lyrically about an 
Idyll. This is it, though, for me.  In the background, safely at the 
bottom of the garden is the ‘Rolls Royce’ of sheds. Complete with 
veranda. Windows and doors stand welcomingly open. There 
he sits proudly in the foreground, lovingly hugging a flagon of 
cider. He’s a very contented man and so he should be.

Rounders Lochgilphead
Playing rounders at the gas works, Union Street, Lochgilphead in 1925. There is a lovely motion to this photo. No 
face is visible as they concentrate on the game. There is a blur as the figures on the left run and Sandy, with her long hair, 
looks to have just hit the ball. It’s a perfect vignette. 

The Art of the Snap

THE 
MAGICAL 

& THE BIZARRE
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Woman’s head, man’s body
In these digital days of ‘cut and paste’ its great to see a well-executed 
original scissor and glue version. Betty Reid writes: ‘My father-in-law, 
William Reid (body) and his sister-in-law, Esther (head.) He really 
enjoyed a bit of a laugh.’ William, we salute you, you were a genius.

Women dancing
East Lothian, 1930s. A women’s guild outing. I can imagine the scene, you’re out for a walk, you peer over a hedge and 
you see a group of women dancing with each other in a glade. It’s unreal and magical. With trembling hand, you take a 
photo. I know it wasn’t like that but it’s so ethereal it should have been.
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Back garden portraits
Stevenson Road, Edinburgh 1950s.  I love the rigidity of the 
posing and backdrop in these Chapman family portraits and 
the family’s evident enjoyment at getting into their ‘glad rags’ 
for a photo shoot.  The photographer’s shadow appears in three 
of the shots. In the top right photo we see a glamorous woman 
on the left in a spotted dress. Is this the same woman posing 
in a white dress in the second photo? I hope so. The idea of a 
costume change is great.

Pentland Laundry, Stevenson Road
Frances Chapman sitting on the wall at the front of her house. 
Behind her is the Pentland Laundry, a fine looking 1930s 
building.  It’s not there any more, of course, knocked down and 
replaced by a Wickes store. 

WATCH 
THE BIRDIE

The Art of the Snap
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Flochart •Barbara Guthrie •Lily Hamilton •Bill Henderson •Diane Kent •Anott Lightheart •Mrs Living •Jim  

Marshall •Graham Moodie •Betty Reid •Audrey Souter •J. Vandeehar •Lawrence Walker

Passengers of the last tram from Portobello to the GPO in Edinburgh

THE ARCHIVIST’S PICK
by DAVID DONALDSON

T he archive has so many wonderful 
photographs - all donated by the people 
we’ve met along the way in our thirty years’ 

history — that it is impossible to pick out a favourite. 
I can only say that at the present moment there is one 
snapshot I particularly like.

It shows a tram carriage crammed full of passengers 
on its last run from Portobello to the General Post 
Office in Edinburgh before the service was stopped for 
good in 1956.

It seems to have been a rather exciting occasion 
despite the loss of a well-loved service. 

A small memory of Edinburgh’s not-so-distant 
past.
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